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IACS fuel treatment recommendation for marine diesel engines 
 

Challenges related to fuel treatment systems and low sulphur fuels were first raised by Cefor more 
than seven years ago. The Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics1 published by Cefor show that machinery 
damage is the most frequent cause of marine hull claims, and poor fuel treatment is assumed to be one 
of the reasons. 

An international ISO standard addressing the quality of marine bunker fuels, including specifications for 
the maximum limits of various characteristics, components and contaminants, has existed since 1987: 
ISO 8217. However, one main concern is the discrepancy that exists between the ISO fuel standard 
for cat fine content in bunker fuels and the content recommended and anticipated by engine 
manufacturers. Without effective filtration, purification and fuel management on board, cat fines may 
enter the engine combustion space when fuel is injected. The damage caused to engine components 
can incur significant costs.  

Cat fines is a by-product of the fuel oil refining process. Since low sulphur fuels require more refining, 
the introduction of international and domestic regulations restricting SOx emissions could potentially 
increase the risk of machinery damage caused by cat fines. Heavy fuel oil is already restricted in 
Emission Control Areas (ECAs) designated under MARPOL Annex VI, and many port authorities, e.g. 
in the EU, Turkey, and China, require vessels to use low sulphur fuels while at berth. With the entry 
into force of the 0.5 per cent global sulphur cap in 2020, the Technical Forum considers it important 
to continue to raise awareness of these issues and highlight the importance of proper onboard fuel 
treatment.  

In 2013, Cefor representatives met on behalf of the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI) 
with the International Association of Classification Societies’ (IACS’) Machinery Panel to present our 
concerns. Following this meeting, a project team was established within IACS, and in July 2017 IACS 
published its Recommendation No. 151 on petroleum fuel treatment systems for marine diesel 
engines. The Recommendation aims to improve the operational safety of the vessel. The requirements 
cover the complete fuel treatment system from bunker fuel connection through to the interface with 
the oil fueled machinery; this includes fuel tanks, the fuel cleaning equipment and the fuel condition 
equipment.  

By recognizing that a well performing onboard fuel treatment plant is fundamental to reduce the level 
of contaminants to within the engine manufacturers specifications, the recommendation also deals with 
several of our concerns. The Technical Forum therefore encourages classification societies to 
implement IACS Recommendation No.151 and at the same time suggests raising awareness of the 
Recommendation among underwriters and in communication with clients. 
 
A copy of IACS Recommendation No.151 (July 2017) on petroleum fuel treatment systems for marine diesel 
engines is enclosed to this Memo. 

                                                      
1 http://cefor.no/Statistics/NOMIS/  
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